


The product as repuired by IEC 60825-1 second edition 2007-03. Complies with 21 CFR 1040.10 and

1040.11 except for deviations pursuant to Laser Notice No .50, dated Jane 24,2007

This equipment complies with FCC radiation exposure limits set forth for an uncontrolled
environment. This equipment should be installed and operated with minimum distance 20cm
between the radiator & your body.











Welcome

Congratulations on purchasing this Flat CD Micro System. You can
now listen to your CD's, Bluetooth and FM radio.

You should have
CD Micro System Speakers

Remote control Power adaptor



Your Flat CD Micro System

CD Door Open/Close

Function

Remote
sensor

Power /
Standby

Volume

Tuning

Play/Pause

Stop LCD
Display

Headphone socket

Left speaker socket

Right speaker socket

AUX–IN
socket

DC 5V Power socket



Hanging points

Back–up batteries
(included)

Stand FM Antenna

Hanging
points

Speaker
cables

Speaker Stand
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Preparing the remote control

IMPORTANT:The remote control will work within a 6m range; however, this may be
impossible if there are obstacles between the unit and the control.
If the remote control is used near other devices which generate infrared rays then it
may not operate properly and may interfere with other devices.

For first time use:
The unit has a pre-installed lithium CR2025
battery(included)Remove the protective tab to
activate the remote control battery.

Toreplace the remote control battery:
1. Push the switch at the side of the battery

tray towards the tray (A).

2. Now slide the battery tray out of the
remote control (B).

3. Remove the old battery.

4. Place a new CR2025 battery into the battery
tray with the correct polarity (+/-) as
indicated.

5. Slide the battery tray back into the slot in
the remote control.

Important battery information:
• When the remote control is not used for a long time (more than a month),

remove the battery to prevent it from leaking.
• If the batteries do leak, wipe away the leakage inside the battery compartment

and replace the batteries with new ones.
• Do not use any batteries other than those specified.
• Do not heat or disassemble batteries. Never throw them in fire or water.
• Do not carry or store batteries with other metallic objects. Doing so could

cause batteries to short circuit, leak or explode.

• Never recharge a battery unless it is a rechargeable type.



radio stations in FM condition

radio stations in FM condition
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Fitting the back-up batteries(included)

Backup batteries prevent your CD Micro
System from losing all the saved
information in the event of a power cut. It
is recommended that you fit the batteries.

Push the catch on the battery compartment
cover in the direction of the arrow shown.

You will now be able to lift the cover off.

Slot the two AA type batteries into the
battery compartment following the
directions in the battery compartment.

Ensure the + & – on the batteries are
correctly aligned with the marks in the
battery compartment.

Slot the tabs on the top of the battery
compartment cover into the slots in the top
of the battery compartment.
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Setting up your Flat CD Micro System

Connecting the power
Warning:Ensure yourpowersupplyvoltage
corresponds to the voltage printed on the
underside of the unit.

1. Slot the jack on the power adaptor into
the power socketin the side of your Flat
CD Micro System.

2. Slot the plug on the power adaptor into a
wall socket.

3. Switch on at the plug, the unit is now in
the standby mode.

Setting up the FM aerial
Unwind the coiled FM aerial at the back of your
Flat CD Micro System.

IMPORTANT: You may need to adjust the
position of the FM aerial when tuning the radio
to receive the strongest signal.

IMPORTANT: Never leave the aerial where it
can be pulled by young children.

Connecting the speakers
First check that the speakers are on the correct
sides of the Flat CD Micro system.

The connection tabs on the sides of the
speakers must align with the slots on the sides
of the Flat CD Micro system

Unwind the cables on the backs of the
speakers.

connection
tabsslots

Fat CD
Mini System Speaker





Positioning your Flat CD Micro System

Separated speakers Attached speakers Wall mounted

Separatedspeakers:Using thismethod the speakers canbe separated and

placed where you want them.Youhave already completed all assembly require

see below to for how to use the stands.

Attached speakers: You can attached the speakers to the sides of the Flat CD
Micro System, see page 12.

Wall mounted: You can wall mount your Flat CD Micro System with either the
speakers attached or unattached. See page 13 on how to wall mount your Flat CD

Micro System.

Using the stands

There are stands on the backs of the two
speakers and the Flat CD Micro System.

These are used when the Flat CD Micro System

is placed on a flat surface.

To use the stands, simply pull the bottoms of

the stands out of there housings and stand the

speakers and Flat CD Micro System on a flat

level surface.

Stands



Attaching the speakers

Place a small screwdriver against the
bottom edge of the attachment tabs in the
sides of the speakers, push them upwards
and outwards until fully extended

Slot the attachment tabs on the sides of
the speakers into the slots in the sides of
the Flat CD Micro System.

Push the speakers down until the speakers
lock on to the sides of the Flat CD Micro
System.

If you want to detach the speakers, simply
push them upwards off the Flat CD Micro
System.

The attachment tabs will automatically retract
back into the sides of the speakers.



Wall mounting
WARNING: Before attempting to fit the Flat CD Micro System to the wall, if you
are in any way unsure about how or where to fit the Flat CD Micro System you
should employ a qualified person to install the Flat CD Micro System.

IMPORTANT: There are no fittings supplied with your Flat CD Micro System.
Please ensure that any fittings are correct for the wall you will be hanging your Flat
CD Micro System on. Please consult a professional for advice before drilling any
holes if you are in any doubt.

Important: These instructions
show how to hang the Flat CD
Micro System with the speakers
attached. You can also hang the
speakers impenitently from the
Flat CD Micro System. You will
need two extra fittings to do this
and will have to drill two extra
holes.

1. Mark the position on the wall
that you want the Flat CD Micro
System to be fitted to.

2. The distance between the two
mounting points is 120 mm.
Ensure the two points are level
using a spirit level (A).

3. Drill 2 parallel holes (the size
of the drill will depend on the
fittings you are using) in the wall.
The distance between the holes
must be 120 mm (B).

4. Tighten the screws into the
holes in the wall. The screw
heads must be no larger than 8
mm and no smaller than 6 mm.
Ensure that at least 3 mm of the
screw is protruding from the wall
so that it can be inserted into the
hanging points in the back of your
Flat CD Micro System (C).

A

C

B

120
mm

7
m
m

3
m
m



Using your Flat CD Micro System
Basic use

Once the disk has been read,

press "play/pause “button and

CD player will start play track

one.
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Using the BT (Bluetooth):
The first time you use the unit or pair it to a new Bluetooth Device, pair it as follows:

1. Power on the unit from standby mode and enter to BT (Bluetooth) mode as previously

instructed. “bt” will appear on the display and blink.

2. Power on the external BT Device and enter to BT searching mode. Start pairing following

on screen instructions from the external BT Device. After pairing, the “bt” on the display

will stop blinking.

3. Plays the music in the paired BT Device as usual.

4. During playback:

• Press the Button on the unit or Remote Control to pause: press again to resume normal

playback.

• Press the TUNE +/ or TUNE -/ Buttons on the unit or the Buttons on the

Remote Control to skip tracks.

Notes:

• When the external Bluetooth Device searched the unit, our model number “CM444 BT”

will appear on the display of external Bluetooth Device.

• Pairing code “0000” or “1234” may need to enter.

Normal operation after pairing:

1. Power on the external BT Device and enter to BT mode.

2. Power on the unit from standby mode and enter to BT (Bluetooth) mode as previously

instructed. “bt” will appear on the display and blink.

3. Wait a few seconds until the unit is auto paired to the external BT Device, “bt” on display

will stop blinking.

4. Plays the music in the paired BT Device as usual



Troubleshooting

Problems Cause(s) Solution

No power

The appliance is not correctly
plugged in or the power is not
turned on at the socket.
The fuse in the plug has blown.

Ensure the plug is correctly fitted
and the power is turned on.
Change the fuse in the plug.

There is no sound
or the sound is
distorted.

The audio cables are not correctly
fitted.
The volume is set to theminimal
level.

Check the audio cables are
correctly fitted in the back of the
appliance.
Turn the volume up.

Unabletoplaya
CD.

The CD has been placed in the CD
tray the wrong way up.
The disk is not compatible with the
appliance.
The disc is dirty.

Turn the disc over and try again.
Youwill not be able to play this CD
on this appliance.
Clean the disc.

The buttons on
the appliance do
not work.

Static electricity is interfering with
the appliance.

Switch the unit off and remove the
plug. Leave the appliance for a few
minutes, then slot the plug into the
power socket and turn the power
back on.

The remote
control does not
work

The batteries in the remote control
are flat.
The remote control is not pointing
at the sensor on the appliance.
The remote control is out of the
operational range of the appliance.
The appliance is in Standby mode.

Install 2 new AA batteries.
Ensure the remote control is
pointing at the sensor on the
appliance.
Ensure the remote control is within
range of the appliance.
Press the power button on the
appliance or remote control to turn
it on.



Technical Specification
Power Source: DC 5, 1A, Center positive

Clock Back Up: 2 x 1.5 “AA” battery (included)

Power source of AC/DC

Adaptor:

AC 100-240V~50/60Hz 0.4A

Output of the AC/DC Adaptor: DC 5V, 1A, Center positive

Radio Band Coverage: FM 87.5 - 108 MHz

Audio Power: 1.8W per Channel

Impendence of Speakers: 8 Ohm; 3W x 2

BT version: 5.0

BT Operation Distance: ≧32 Feet in opera area

Accessories:
1 x Instruction booklet

1 x AC/DC Adaptor

1x Remote Control (Uses 1 x CR2025 Button Cell, included)

SPECIFICATIONS AND ACCESSORIES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE

WITHOUT NOTICE




